
Group 38 // NORTHENDEN REVIVAL

Northenden Revival represents Palatine Road, Northenden 
as a journey through death, rebirth and life. Users experience 
this concept as they move through spaces commemorating 
the soldiers highlighted with the present of cobblestone 
hard landscaping towards a market square marked by the 
introduction of soft landscaping and extension of the river 
canal. This responds to the need of the demographic as 
empty derelict shops become vibrant social spaces and local 
organic stores replace franchise names like tesco. Pedestrian 
movement is encouraged as an alternative vehicular route 
is proposed and bike lanes are introduced to encourage 
a healthier lifestyle, resulting in a more attractive, vibrant 
street.
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This junction is exposed as a reminder and as an emphasis on the war memorial. The artwork 
and architecture echo the history of the area, acting as an anchor point and a characteristic 
entrance to the promenade. 
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The path to River Mersey
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The promenade is renewed with the removal of inactive derelict stores and addition of new 
cafes, stores and social spaces. This revitalizes the area, improving the appearance and general 
servicing. The proposed market will give its users a pleasant ‘walk and shop’ experience and 
will provide them with a better designed, open public recreational spaces.
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This area marks the north entrance to the promenade, using a natural threshold such as trees 
and water. This is the closest point River Mersey infiltrates the street. A change of scale oc-
curs with the transition from a highway to a local street, with more pedestrianised areas and 
open shops. Palatine Road Regeneration Masterplan - Northenden, Manchester.


